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Digital Economies: SMEs and E-ReadinessBusiness Science, 2009
Several studies have been made to determine the effectiveness of information and communication technologies within small business enterprises, but the focus on e-readiness assessments have been very limited.
Digital Economies: SMEs and E-Readiness provides valuable insights into the current state of the digital economy and the...
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The Pleasures of Statistics: The Autobiography of Frederick MostellerSpringer, 2010

	From his unique perspective, renowned statistician and educator Frederick Mosteller describes many of the projects and events in his long career. From humble beginnings in western Pennsylvania to becoming the founding chairman of Harvard University’s Department of Statistics and beyond, he inspired many statisticians, scientists, and...
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The Wiley Handbook of Action Research in Education (Wiley Handbooks in Education)John Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		Comprehensive overview of the theoretical, conceptual, and applied/practical presentations of action research as it is found and conducted solely in educational settings

	
		The Wiley Handbook of Action Research in Education is the first book to offer theoretical, conceptual, and applied/practical presentations...
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Macromedia Flash MX 2004 ActionScript BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
If Flash MX 2004 ActionScript can do it, you can do it too...
ActionScript gives you exacting control in Flash applications. This comprehensive volume gives you a complete education in ActionScript 2.0, a new feature of Flash MX 2004. You’ll explore ActionScript syntax, best practices, and beginning, intermediate, and advanced topics. And...
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AppleScript: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2003
If you want to know all about AppleScript--the how, where, and why of using it--dig into AppleScript: The Definitive Guide. It doesn't make the mistake that other books do: it isn't about scripting this or that particular application, and it doesn't assume that learning AppleScript is easy or obvious. Instead, the book teaches and...
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Human - Computer Systems Interaction: Backgrounds and Applications 2: Part 2 (Advances in Intelligent and Soft Computing)Springer, 2011


	It is demonstrated that spectral characteristics of steady-state visual

	evoked potentials (SSVEPs) in a brain-computer interface (SSVEP-based BCI)

	depend significantly on the stimulus parameters, such as color and frequency of its

	flashing light. We postulate these dependencies can be used to improve the BCI

	performance –...
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Build Your Own CNC Machine (Technology in Action)Apress, 2009

	Do you like to build things? Are you ever frustrated at having to compromise your designs to fit whatever parts happen to be available? Would you like to fabricate your own parts? Build Your Own CNC Machine is the book to get you started. CNC expert Patrick Hood-Daniel and best-selling author James...
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In Search of Stupidity: Over Twenty Years of High Tech Marketing DisastersApress, 2006

	In Search of Stupidity: Over Twenty Years of High-Tech Marketing Disasters, Second Edition is National Lampoon meets Peter Drucker. It's a funny and well-written business book that takes a look at some of the most influential marketing and business philosophies of the last twenty years. Through the dark glass of hindsight, it...
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The Worlds Most Haunted Places: From The Secret Files Of Ghostvillage.comNew Page Books, 2004
Ghostly legends abound wherever history has made its mark-from battlefields to monuments, prisons to inns. If these places have existed for centuries or more, and if they are where history-especially tragic history-was made, ghost stories will inevitably follow.  The World's Most Haunted Places: From the Secret Files of Ghostvillage.com explores...
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Mobilizing Money: How the World's Richest Nations Financed Industrial Growth (Japan-US Center UFJ Bank Monographs on International Financial Markets)Cambridge University Press, 2011

	This book examines the origins of modern corporate finance systems during the rapid industrialization period leading up to World War I. The study leads to three sets of conclusions. First, modern financial systems are rooted in the past, are idiosyncratic to specific countries, and are highly path-dependent. Therefore, to understand current...
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Sams Teach Yourself UNIX System Administration in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2002
In the wake of the highly successful Sams Teach Yourself Unix in 24 Hours, this book focuses on the additional Unix commands that an advanced user or beginning system administrator needs to know in order to administer and maintain a Unix system.  The book includes coverage of the key Unix variations: Red Hat Linux, Solaris, HPUX, and Apple's Mac...
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Mathematica® in Action: Problem Solving Through Visualization and ComputationSpringer, 2010

	In this third edition of Mathematica in Action, award-winning author Stan Wagon guides beginner and veteran users alike through Mathematica's powerful tools for mathematical exploration.  The transition to Mathematica 7 is made smooth with plenty of examples and case studies that utilize Mathematica's newest tools, such as...
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